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Abstract
We solve the nonlocal convection equations. The solutions for four model problems
are compared with results of GSPH simulations. In each case we test two closure
schemes: 1) where third moments are defined by the diffusion approximation; and
2) where the full third moment equations are used and fourth moments are defined
by a modified form of the quasi-normal approximation. In overshooting models, the
convective flux becomes negative shortly after the stability boundary. The negative
amplitude remains small, and the temperature gradient in the overshooting zone has
nearly the radiative value. Turbulent velocities decay by a factor of e after 0.5–1.5ℓ,
depending on the model, where ℓ is the mixing length. Turbulent viscosity is more
important than negative buoyancy in decelerating overshooting fluid blobs. These
predictions are consistent with helioseismology.
The equations and the GSPH code use the same physical approximations, so
it was anticipated that if the closures for high order moments are accurate enough,
solutions for the low order moments will automatically agree with the GSPH results.
Such internal consistency holds approximately. Unexpectedly, however, the best second
moments are found with the first closure scheme, and the best third moments are
obtained with the second. The relationship among moments from the solution of the
equations is not the same as the relationship found by GSPH simulation. In particular,
if we use the best fourth moment closure model suggested by Paper II, we cannot get
2steady state solutions, but adding a sort of diffusion for stability helps.
SUBJECT HEADINGS: convection–hydrodynamics–stars: interiors–turbulence
1. Introduction
The turbulent mixing of material in a convective region into an adjacent region
of stability is called convective overshooting. In the broadest terms, convection and
convective overshooting have two major consequences for stars: 1) Convection makes
the temperature gradient in a star shallower than the radiative value, and usually
very close to the adiabatic gradient. Convective overshooting also may modify the
temperature gradient in the overshoot region, with implications for the hydrostatic
structure of stars. There continues to be disagreement in the literature whether the
overshooting zone is nearly radiative or nearly adiabatic. 2) The composition in
convective and overshooting regions is homogenized. In stars with convective cores,
the lifetimes of the various nuclear burning phases can be altered significantly by
overshooting, and in stars with convective envelopes, undershooting that reaches into
the interior can modify the surface composition. The consequences for stellar evolution
if overshooting is significant (say at least a few tenths of a pressure scale height)
have been investigated extensively (e.g., Bertelli, Bressan, & Chiosi 1985; Maeder &
Meynet 1989). Nevertheless, whether or not overshooting is, in fact, important remains
uncertain.
Papers addressing convective overshooting have been written for more than three
decades, and still there are major qualitative disagreements among authors regarding
the extent and importance of overshooting. Several authors have concluded that
overshooting is significant (Shaviv & Salpeter 1973; Maeder 1975; Bressan, Bertelli,
& Chiosi 1981; Zahn 1991; Xiong & Chen 1992; Roxburgh 1978, 1989, 1992 are
some examples), whereas others have come to the opposite conclusion (Travis &
Matsushima 1973; Langer 1986). The difficulty in resolving this issue theoretically is
that convective overshooting is a completely nonlocal problem. That is, the behavior of
the overshooting region depends sensitively on the behavior of the adjacent convective
region. The mixing-length theory (Bo¨hm-Vitense 1958) usually used to describe stellar
convection is strictly local. It is not a simple matter to decide which authors are more
likely to be correct. In fact, Renzini (1987) has criticized most of the above works, on
both sides of this issue, for internal inconsistencies and unjustified assumptions.
As a result of theoretical uncertainties, most stellar models are computed using
local convection and no overshooting. When overshooting is included (e.g., Doom
1982a, 1982b; Maeder & Meynet 1988; Chin & Stothers 1991), it usually is included
using an overshooting distance parametrized by αover = dover/HP, the ratio of the
overshooting distance to the pressure scale height at the Schwarzschild stability
boundary.
Since a variety of observational consequences of overshooting are known (see
Stothers 1991 for a summary of many observational tests), it is possible, in principle,
3to calibrate the overshooting parameter, without an understanding of the physics of
nonlocal convection. Many authors have attempted such a calibration, but as with the
theoretical work, there is disagreement among authors here also. Several comparisons
between cluster data and theoretical H-R diagrams favor an intermediate amount
of overshooting (dover = 0.2–0.3HP) from stellar cores (Maeder & Mermilliod 1981;
Mermilliod & Maeder 1986; Chiosi et al. 1989), and undershooting from convective
envelopes may be required also (Alongi et al. 1991). Other authors conclude that
stellar evolution can be understood without overshooting (Stothers 1991; Stothers &
Chin 1992) and set an upper limit of dover < 0.2HP. Even if the empirical calibrations
eventually converge to a widely accepted value appropriate to certain regions of
certain kinds of stars, overshooting distances probably would depend on the particular
conditions of the star and probably would not apply to both core and envelop convection
in all types of stars . Thus, a theory for nonlocal convection ultimately will be required.
This paper is the third in a series devoted to the development of a theory of
nonlocal convection. In Paper I of this series (Grossman, Narayan, & Arnett 1993),
we developed a Boltzmann transport theory for the evolution of turbulent fluid elements
and derived the equations for the hydrodynamic evolution of high order correlations of
velocity and temperature. In that work, the state variables of each fluid blob were its
vertical position z, vertical velocity v, and temperature T . The ensemble of fluid blobs
was described by the absolute distribution function fA(t, z, v, T ) or, equivalently, by
the relative distribution function fR(t, z, w, θ) of perturbations w = v − v, θ = T − T .
(Bars over variables indicate ensemble averages.) The distribution function evolved
according to a Boltzmann-like equation, given by
∂fR
∂t
+
∂
∂z
[(v + w)fR] +
∂
∂w
(w˙fR) +
∂
∂θ
(θ˙fR) = Γ, (1)
where w˙ and θ˙ represent the dynamical equations for the evolution of a single fluid blob
and Γ is a collision term. Equation (1) connects convection theories of the ballistic
particle type (theories that integrate w˙ and θ˙) to those that use a hydrodynamic
approach. The derivation assumes that fluid blobs are in pressure balance with the
local mean fluid.
In Paper I, the effects of turbulent viscosity and turbulent diffusion entered the
w˙ and θ˙ equations as eddy-damping terms. We assumed turbulent fluid blobs travel
the characteristic distance of a mixing length ℓ with characteristic turbulent velocity
σw before giving up their excess momentum and heat to the ambient fluid. Hence,
turbulent viscosity and diffusion coefficients are defined as νturb ∼ χturb ∼ ℓσw. Since
we account for turbulent losses on the left-hand side of the transport equation (1),
we set the collision term on the right-hand side to zero. By taking w and θ moments
of the transport equation, we derived all moment equations up to third order. In an
alternative formulation of this problem, presented in detail in Appendix B, we treat the
effects of turbulent damping in the collision term instead of the dynamical equations
for w˙ and θ˙.
The moment equations form an unclosed hierarchy, and thus require closure
relations if they are to be solved. In Paper II of this series (Grossman & Narayan
41993), we simulated nonlocal convection in a one-dimensional box using an algorithm
we call Generalized Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (GSPH). This code used the
same equations for the evolution of velocities and temperatures, w˙ and θ˙, as the moment
theory, thereby simulating the same physics. We presented results of four simulations.
Two were for “homogeneous” convection, that is, for fluids convective throughout,
one of which was in the regime of efficient convection and the other in the regime
of inefficient convection. Two were overshooting simulations, where fluids made the
transition from instability to stability at the center of the box. The unstable region
in one case was in the regime of efficient convection and in the other in the regime
of inefficient convection. We investigated the nonlocal behavior of convecting fluids,
emphasizing the physics of overshooting regions. The relationships between third and
fourth moments to lower order moments were studied, in order to discover useful closure
approximations.
In this paper we solve the moment equations of Paper I using closure relations
suggested by the GSPH simulations of Paper II. We regard the GSPH results as data
to be modeled by a correct analytic description of nonlocal convection. Hence, we
compare the steady-state solutions of the moment equations to the results of the four
GSPH simulations presented in Paper II.
The equations are solved using two different closure schemes. The first, used
previously in the astrophysical literature by Xiong (1980, 1981, 1989), closes the
equations at the third moments using the diffusion approximation. Xiong’s equations
have been solved in detail for the convection and overshooting zones of the Sun (Unno,
Kondo, & Xiong 1985; Unno & Kondo 1989; Xiong & Chen 1992) and other stars of
various sorts (Xiong 1985, 1986, 1990).
The second closure scheme closes the equations at the fourth moments using a
modified version of the quasi-normal approximation. To our knowledge, hydrodynamic
equations closed at this high order have never before been solved in the astrophysical
literature. Canuto (1992, 1993) wrote equations to the same high order using the quasi-
normal closure scheme. They have been solved for boundary conditions appropriate for
Earth’s convective boundary layer (Canuto et al. 1994). One key difference between this
problem and astrophysical convection is that planetary convection can be described as
an initial value problem, and the equations can be integrated outward. The convective
and total fluxes are computed in this integration. In stellar convection, the total flux
is specified, and boundary conditions must be placed on both the inner and outer
boundaries of the fluid. Thus, solving the astrophysical problem is more complicated.
Also, astrophysical convection occurs in zones many pressure scale heights deep,
whereas in the Earth convection occurs over a fraction of a scale height (in a region
∼ 1 km thick compared to a scale height ∼ 7 km) and is driven not by the superadiabatic
temperature gradient, but by the temperature gradient. Nevertheless, the favorable
agreement between the computed moments and their observed behavior in this context
lends support to our approach to nonlocal convection.
In this paper, we consider not only two different closure schemes for our set of
moment equations, but, in fact, two different sets of moment equations. The first set
5are simply the equations of Paper I. The second set is derived using the alternative
collisional treatment of turbulent losses. The differences in the equations seem minor,
but solutions show significant quantitative differences. The latter theory is somewhat
flexible and may ultimately prove to be a more useful set of equations.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In §2 we discuss the moment equations and
the closure relations that we solve. We analyze the moment equations to make rough
analytic estimates of overshooting distances. These predictions are compared with
those of Zahn (1991) and with results inferred from helioseismology. In §3 we outline
the numerical method used to solve the moment equations. The solutions for our four
models are presented in §4, where we make a detailed comparison with the GSPH
results. In §5 we discuss the alternative formulation of the moment equations, where
turbulent losses originate as scattering by the Boltzmann collision term. We refer to
these alternate equations as the scattering equations, in which we also have included
turbulence in the horizontal dimensions. We discuss the closure relations used in the
solution of these equations. In §6 the equations are solved and compared to results of
new GSPH simulations. A discussion of the comparisons between theory and numerical
simulation and a conclusion appear in §7.
2. Paper I Equations
2.1. The Equations and Closures
In Paper I we derived equations for the time evolution of the mean density ρ,
mean vertical velocity v, and mean temperature T of a convecting fluid. In addition,
we wrote evolution equations for correlations of w and θ, the velocity and temperature
perturbations. A minimal convection theory requires at least the three second moment
equations for w2, wθ, and θ2. The equations include gradients of third moments.
If these third moment terms are dropped, standard local mixing length theory is
recovered, but to describe nonlocal convection, these third moments must be kept.
They can be defined either by nontrivial closure relations (unlike the trivial relations
equating them to zero) or by the four third moment equations for w3, w2θ, wθ2, and
θ3. In the latter case, the third moment equations include gradients of fourth moments,
for which we will require nontrivial closures.
The two nontrivial closure schemes, to which we refer as the “Xiong solution”
and the “Full solution,” are outlined below. The equations that we solve here are
slightly simplified from those of Paper I and are presented in Appendix A. They are
supplemented by an ideal gas equation of state.
Xiong Solution–A common third moment closure is the diffusion or down-gradient
approximation, which relates third moments to gradients of second moments. Although
not invented by Xiong, they have been advanced in the astrophysical literature by him
(Xiong 1980, 1981). They can be written as
w3 = −c1ℓσw∇w2, (2a)
6w2θ = −c2ℓσw∇wθ, (2b)
wθ2 = −c3ℓσw∇θ2, (2c)
where ℓ is the mixing length and σw is the turbulent velocity dispersion. Averaged over
all four simulations presented in Paper II, the constants c1, c2, and c3 were calibrated to
have values between 0.5 and 1.8. These optimal values, however, had dispersions from
one simulation to the next of order 100%. In the solutions below we have taken these
constants equal to unity since the deviation from the optimal values apparently makes
little difference in the second moments. Of course, the third moments are affected more
directly by the values of these constants. Although a closure for θ3 is not required, we,
nevertheless, compute it according to θ3 = w2θ θ2/w2 for comparison with the GSPH
results.
Full Solution–The Full solution includes the third moment equations, which are closed
at the level of the fourth moments. The closures can be written as
w4 = ζw2
2
− dℓσw∇w3 (3a)
w3θ = ζw2wθ − dℓσw∇w2θ (3b)
w2θ2 = ζ(
1
3
w2 θ2 +
2
3
wθ
2
)− dℓσw∇wθ2 (3c)
wθ3 = ζwθ θ2 − dℓσw∇θ3. (3d)
Setting ζ = 3 in each of the first terms and dropping the second terms reproduce the
standard quasi-normal approximation of mathematical hydrodynamics (e.g., Lesieur
1987; Orszag 1977). The second terms in these closures cause diffusion of third
moments upon substitution into the third moment equations. The parameter d sets
the diffusion rate. For most of our convection models (described below), we cannot
obtain solutions without this term. If we set d = 0, physically positive quantities, such
as w2 or θ2, sometimes become negative as solutions evolve toward the steady state.
It is likely that the final w2 and θ2 would be negative if it could reach a steady state,
and that these unphysical solutions are not merely a transient state. If this happens,
our code eventually will fail to converge and will not reach a steady state. We find
that using d = 0.8 allows steady state solutions of acceptable qualitative agreement to
our four standard problems. We do not present any results for a pure quasi-normal
closure model. (In the few cases where we can obtain solutions with a pure quasi-
normal closure, the solutions compare with the GSPH simulations much more poorly.)
Note that a closure for θ4 is not required.
2.2. The Scale of Overshooting
Before solving the moment equations numerically, we make some estimates of
the extent of convective overshooting based on analysis of the equations. To keep the
problem tractable, we consider only the Xiong closure here. We simplify the second
moment equations to a point that captures only the essential nonlocal physics. We
7consider a quasi-homogeneous fluid of constant density ρ and temperature T , but with a
variable superadiabatic gradient ∆∇T . We assume the turbulent velocity is sufficiently
subsonic that gravity g is balanced entirely by the thermal pressure gradient and drop
terms associated with viscous heating, since they are always small in our models. The
steady-state second moment equations from Appendix A become
∂w3
∂z
−
2gα
T
wθ + 2(A+Bσw)w2 = 0, (4a)
∂w2θ
∂z
−
gα
T
θ2 + 2(A+Bσw +D +Eσw)wθ −∆∇Tw2 = 0, (4b)
∂wθ2
∂z
− 2∆∇Twθ + 2(D +Eσw)θ2 = 0. (4c)
The constants are defined in equations (A11), but briefly, A and D measure microscopic
viscosity and radiative diffusion damping rates of momentum and heat excesses, and
Bσw and Eσw are the damping rates by turbulent processes. The constant α is the
coefficient of thermal expansion, equal to unity for an ideal gas. The leading gradient
terms are responsible for nonlocality; without them, these equations would describe
local mixing length theory.
Let us consider a fluid with an unstable superadiabatic gradient ∆∇T1 > 0
adjacent to a stable region with ∆∇T2 < 0. In the unstable region, the second moments
can be approximated by the values of the local theory, so that at the stability boundary
the second moments can be written in terms of ∆∇T1. Convective overshooting is
a nonlocal process, and we estimate the magnitudes of the nonlocal terms in the
overshooting zone as the values needed to offset the change in the superadiabatic
gradient across the stability boundary. If we describe the decay of second moments
in the overshooting zone with exponential dependences w2 ∼ e−z/Hw2 , wθ ∼ e−z/Hwθ ,
and θ2 ∼ e−z/Hθ2 (z = 0 corresponds to the stability transition) and substitute the
Xiong closures into equations (4b) and (4c), we find for the decay length scales
Hwθ = Hθ2 =
(
ℓσw
2(D +Eσw)
∆∇T1
∆∇T1 −∆∇T2
)1/2
. (5)
The closer ∆∇T1 is to zero, the shorter is the decay scale of moments involving θ. The
reason is that turbulent blobs moving adiabatically accumulate less temperature excess
as they move in the unstable region, and hence lose what little they have accumulated
more quickly in the stable region. If the Peclet number, the ratio of turbulent to
diffusive damping rates, Eσw/D ≫ 1, convection is efficient and
Hwθ = Hθ2 =
(
ℓ
2
)(
∆∇T1
∆∇T1 −∆∇T2
)1/2
. (6)
If Eσw/D ≪ 1, convection is inefficient and
Hwθ = Hθ2 =
(
Eσw
D
)1/2(
ℓ
2
)(
∆∇T1
∆∇T1 −∆∇T2
)1/2
. (7)
8Because the superadiabatic gradient does not enter into equation (4a), w2 does
not respond immediately to the change in the superadiabatic gradient. As we just
showed, wθ decays and an overshooting particle loses its buoyancy. When wθ becomes
small, the nonlocal term of equation (4a) must be balanced by the viscous damping
term, so that
Hw2 =
(
ℓσw
2(A+Bσw)
)1/2
. (8)
In all cases of astrophysical relevance, the turbulent viscosity far exceeds the molecular
viscosity, Bσw/A≫ 1, so that
Hw2 =
(
ℓ
2
)
. (9)
A typical overshooting scale might be estimated as the sum Hwθ + Hw2 . Of course,
since the equations are nonlinear, the decays are not simple exponentials, and these
estimates are likely to be fairly crude.
To evaluate the usefulness of these quantitative estimates, in Figure 1 we
show the local and nonlocal nonlinear solutions for two overshooting models. The
regions of stability and instability are each characterized by approximately constant
superadiabatic gradients. (The parameters of these models are the same as the
overshooting models discussed below, except that the diffusion coefficient is constant
in the upper and lower halves of the box and is discontinuous across the stability
boundary.) The efficient overshooting model has a convective zone in the efficient
regime. The solution to the local equations is shown as dotted lines. For the mixing
length ℓ = 0.24, we estimate Hw2 ≈ 0.12, Hwθ ≈ 0.07, and Hθ2 ≈ 0.07, which compare
favorably with the distances 0.17, 0.05, and 0.05 for the second moments to fall by a
factor of e beyond the stability transition. We note also that the local and nonlocal
solutions are comparable at the stability transition, justifying our approximation that
the second moments decay from the local values at the stability boundary.
The inefficient overshooting model has a convective region in the inefficient regime.
We estimate overshooting scales Hw2 ≈ 0.12, Hwθ ≈ 0.07, and Hθ2 ≈ 0.07, which
compare well with the values 0.14, 0.03, and 0.03 for the real nonlinear solutions. In
the convective region, the difference between the local and nonlocal solutions is greater
in this case because the convective flux is not constrained to be nearly the total flux.
We note that the distance Hw2 slightly underestimates the actual overshooting distance
of w2, whereas Hw2 +Hwθ slightly overestimates it.
2.3. Zahn’s Analysis
We examine the analysis of Zahn (1991) within the framework of our moment
theory and consider whether his results are consistent with ours. From the T equation
(A3), if there is no local heating or cooling and a constant flux flows through a fluid,
changes in the radiative flux must be balanced by changes in the convective flux,
∇(K∇T ) = ∇ρcPwθ. Zahn assumes the overshooting region is nearly adiabatic, so
that ∇T is approximately the constant, adiabatic value, ∇T ad. He also assumes that
9the outgoing convective flux falls to zero and then changes sign at the beginning of
the overshoot region. Then, expanding to linear order, he obtains for the convective
flux
Fconv = ρcPwθ ≈ ∇K∇T adz, (10)
which is negative since the temperature gradient is negative. We think this is an
inconsistency. The convective flux does indeed change sign slightly beyond the stability
transition (see below), but it does this precisely because overshooting blobs are moving
against a stable temperature gradient. The convective flux cannot change sign if the
temperature gradient remains adiabatic. Further, we find below that when it does
change sign, it does not obtain the large negative values required to maintain a nearly
adiabatic temperature gradient, but remains relatively small.
According to Paper I (eq. 5.1), the velocity of the overshooting blob evolves
according to
w˙ = w
∂w
∂z
=
gαθ
T
− (A+Bσw)w, (11)
which has contributions due to both buoyancy and viscosity. A large negative
convective flux implies a large negative buoyancy, which Zahn regards as the primary
reason overshooting blobs decelerate, and hence he neglects the viscosity term. Then,
multiplying equation (11) by w, using the result of equation (10), and integrating the
velocity until it decreases to zero, he obtains the overshooting distance
zover ≈ (w0)
3/2
(
3
2
gα
TρcP
∇K∇T ad
)
−1/2
, (12)
where w0 is the characteristic convective velocity at the start of the overshooting
zone, which can be estimated from the local mixing length equations. Equation (12)
is essentially Zahn’s equation (3.9), except for his inclusion of some dimensionless
constants of order unity to account for the relation between wθ and wθ.
Zahn’s reasoning is quite different from our preceding analysis, which presumed
the viscosity term, and not the buoyancy term, dominates the overshooting calculation.
Although many authors have made the same presumption in the past as Zahn, Umezu
(1992) demonstrates that the viscosity term is important for the computation of
overshooting. Furthermore, the solutions in Figure 1 verify that although the buoyancy
term in equation (11) becomes negative and contributes to the deceleration of velocities,
it never overwhelms the viscosity term. The discrepancy between Zahn’s analysis and
ours comes from his having a nearly adiabatic overshooting zone compared to our nearly
radiative overshooting zone. Ultimately, we think this can be traced to his neglect of
the term K∇2T in the expansion of ∇(K∇T ). Indeed this term is dominant over the
∇K∇T term in the overshooting regions of our models below. Presumably this term
is responsible for making the temperature gradient take nearly the radiative value,
rather than the adiabatic value, in the overshooting region.
We compare predictions for a solar model based on Zahn’s and our analyses
to data on the Sun’s overshooting (really undershooting) zone. Convection in the
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solar convection zone is efficient, and the temperature gradient is nearly adiabatic.
Using standard notation for the dimensionless logarithmic temperature gradient, we
have (∇ − ∇ad)1 ≈ 10
−6 in the convective zone of the Sun (Chaboyer, private
communication, for a solar model computed using local mixing length theory with
ℓ ≈ 2HP). Below the convection zone, the temperature gradient takes on the radiative
value, making a transition to (∇ − ∇ad)2 ≈ −0.2 over about 0.8HP. Substituting
these numbers into equation (6), we find that the convective flux decays on a scale
Hwθ ∼ 2 × 10
−3HP. Since this is so much smaller than the 0.8HP transition region,
the temperature gradient here should depart very little from the radiative gradient.
This is consistent with recent helioseismological observations that show the extension
of the adiabatic region below the solar convection zone is < 0.1HP and consistent with
zero (Basu, Antia, & Narasimha 1994; Monteiro, Christensen-Dalsgaard, & Thompson
1994), and is in accord with the solar model computed using Xiong’s nonlocal theory
(Xiong & Chen 1992). In contrast, Zahn predicts an extension to the region of nearly
adiabatic convection of about half a pressure scale height below the stability transition,
Hwθ ∼ 0.5HP (by Zahn’s eq. 3.13).
Below the very narrow region of width Hwθ across which the temperature gradient
becomes radiative rather than adiabatic, we predict a decay of the turbulent velocity
on a scale of Hw2 ∼ HP, comparable to the e-folding scale of 0.6HP found by Xiong and
Chen (1992). The extent which turbulent velocities overshoot the stability boundary
bears on the amount of lithium and beryllium depletion in the solar atmosphere, but
the precise extent of overshooting is not probed by helioseismology. Zahn predicts a
decay on the scale Hw2 ∼ Hwθ ∼ 0.5HP, to within factors of order unity. Although
comparable with the our estimate, the physics leading to this estimate is quite different.
In fact, since Zahn assumes the thermal conductivity is linear at the stability transition
and we make it discontinuous, Zahn’s analysis cannot address our simple model.
3. The Numerical Method of Solution
We use a relaxation method to solve the nonlinear, coupled differential equations
(Press et al. 1986). It has been necessary to treat the temporal integration and spatial
gradients in nontrivial ways to obtain numerical solutions to the moment equations.
Although our main interest is in the steady state solutions of the equations, solutions
usually cannot be obtained from crude initial guesses. However, following the time
evolution from an initial guess to the steady state works well.
Convective time scales are orders of magnitude longer than hydrodynamic time
scales. Thus, relaxing a fluid to a convective steady state over many mixing times
would be prohibitive if the time step of the computation were Courant-limited. To
avoid such limitations on the time step, we treat the time integration implicitly (cf.
Press et al. 1986). That is, if the N time dependent moments are represented by fni ,
where the index i refers to a particular moment and n to the time step, the moments
are integrated using
fn+1i = f
n
i + yi(z, f
n+1
1 , ..., f
n+1
N )∆t. (13)
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The source terms yi are, in general, functions of all the variables and their spatial
derivatives. The integration is implicit because the updated values fn+1i are used in
the source term. For general nonlinear differential equations, implicit integrations are
not guaranteed to be stable for arbitrarily large time steps. Our equations, however,
seem stable for arbitrarily large time steps if the solutions are sufficiently near the
steady state, but not necessarily far from the steady state.
Stability of the integration does not imply accuracy, and to maintain reasonable
accuracy, we use a time step such that no variable changes by more than 100% in one
step,
∆t = ǫmin(fni /yi). (14)
The constant ǫ usually need not be much less than unity to have both stability
and accuracy, even when far from the steady state. (An exception to this time step
calculation is that if the time step is limited by a point in an overshooting zone
where some variables become very small and eq. 14 ill-defined, we take a time step
of ∆t = ∆z/σw, where ∆z is the distance between grid points.) As the solutions
approach the steady state, the time step increases. As a matter of standard practice,
we integrate all solutions to a time of 1010. (For reference, a typical sound crossing
time is of order unity.)
We adopt spatial boundary conditions that are consistent with the reflecting
boundary conditions used in the GSPH simulations. In the GSPH simulations, particle
velocities changed sign when they hit walls of the one-dimensional box, but retained the
same temperature. In this case, moments that are odd in w are zero at the walls of the
box, whereas moments even in w have gradients that are zero at walls. Each equation
for an odd w moment has one boundary condition placed at one of the walls. Each
equation for an even moment and the corresponding equation defining the gradient
require two boundary conditions on the gradient, one at each wall. One consequence
of applying these boundary rules rigorously (as is necessary for comparison with the
GSPH simulations) is that we have adopted a gravitational acceleration g which goes
to zero at the boundaries. We have boundary regions of 10% the width of the box over
which the gravity falls from unity to zero (cf. §3.3 of Paper II). Heating and cooling
of the fluid occurs over these same regions.
The relaxation routines of Press et al. (1986) spatially couple only two neighboring
points at a time, so that spatial derivatives must be taken as first differences. For
a spatially centered differencing scheme, odd variables (ones that are zero at the
boundaries) would be located at each grid point, and even variables at half grid points,
since the derivatives of even variables are odd and the derivatives of odd variables are
even. Although the numerical routine does not allow this (since this differencing would
couple three points), we can construct the differencing as if even variables are at the
half grid points instead of the grid points themselves. Boundary conditions do not
present a problem since we never put boundary conditions on even variables. Without
this trick to simulate spatial centering of the variables and to give second order spatial
accuracy, the solutions of the moment equations can develop sawtooth oscillations that
ultimately prevent convergence. The solutions presented here have been solved on a
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grid of 50 evenly spaced points, with the two walls representing the first and last
points.
The Xiong solution discussed above solves 6 time dependent moment equations,
includes an equation of state, and three closure relations. Seven first derivatives are
defined, as is the second derivative of v, mostly because they are required for boundary
conditions. Thus, the minimum number of coupled equations is 17. The Full solution
discussed above solves 10 time dependent moment equations, includes an equation of
state, and requires four closure relations, 10 first derivatives, and the second derivative
of v. The minimum number of equations is 26. For convenience we have defined a few
auxiliary variables, so that we actually solve 29 equations simultaneously.
Our numerical solutions of the moment equations use the same dimensionless units
as the GSPH simulations of Paper II. The units are defined by setting the acceleration
of gravity g = 1, Newton’s constant G = 1, the mean density of the fluid averaged over
the entire box ρ = 1, and the ratio of Boltzmann’s constant to specific mass kB/µ = 1
(cf. Appendix C of Paper II). In these units, the equation of state is P = ρT .
4. Comparisons Between Theory and Simulations
Convection models have a heat source in the lower boundary region and a heat
sink for cooling in the upper boundary region. The cooling rate is adjusted so that
the temperature of the fluid is T ≈ 1 at the bottom. There is about one pressure scale
height across the box. If the thermal conductivity K is small enough, the fluid will
convect. If K is within a factor of a few of the value for critical stability, convection is
inefficient since radiative diffusion continues to carry a significant fraction of the energy
flux. If K is much smaller, convection is efficient since convection carries nearly the
entire energy flux.
Below we present solutions for two models with constant K across the box,
one in the efficient regime and the other in the inefficient regime. We call these
“homogeneous models” due to the constant K, and there are no significant gradients of
convective properties on scales less than a pressure scale height. By increasing K from
a small value that causes instability to a larger value that gives stability, we construct
overshooting models. We present two overshooting models, where the unstable regions
correspond to the efficient and inefficient regimes. The stability transition is at the
center of the box, with the overshoot region in the upper half. The details of the
particular parameters for each of these models can be found in §§5.1–5.4 of Paper II.
4.1. “Homogeneous” Models
In Figure 2 we compare the superadiabatic gradient ∆∇T and the three second
moments (actually the velocity and temperature dispersions σw and σθ, and the wθ
correlation wθn = wθ/σwσθ) of the two homogeneous GSPH simulations of Paper II
with the Xiong and Full solutions. Figure 3 compares the four third moments, and
Figures 4 and 5 compare the four fourth moments, unnormalized and normalized,
required in the Full solution.
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The Xiong third moments, derived from closure equations (2) and shown in
Figure 3, are mostly in rough qualitative agreement with the GSPH simulations in
the interior of the box. w3 has the right qualitative shape in both cases, but about
half the GSPH value since we use c = 1 instead of the optimum 1.8. The boundary
regions of the remaining third moments are grossly in error in the efficient model, and
this is reflected in ∆∇T of Figure 2 as well. Despite these discrepancies, the second
moments of the efficient model, including the boundary regions, are in good qualitative
and quantitative agreement with the GSPH simulations. The second moments hardly
change if we instead use the optimum c′s in the closure relations. The third moments
of the inefficient model also show significant quantitative discrepancies, although
qualitative trends are predicted well. Nevertheless, the quantitative agreement of the
second moments is much better.
We consider now the Full solution. When the wθ correlation is unity, as is seen
to be the case in Figure 2 (excepting the boundary regions), the quasi-normal closure
predicts normalized fourth moments equal to 31. As seen in Figure 5, the GSPH
simulations show that the normalized fourth moments actually vary from about 4 at
the bottom of the box to about 2 at the top (boundary regions excepted, see also
Fig. 15 of Paper II), and, in fact, including the diffusion terms in equations (3) does
precisely this. The unnormalized fourth moments of the Full solution in Figure 4 are
in reasonable quantitative agreement with the GSPH results.
In Figure 3 the third moments from the Full solution more nearly correspond to
the GSPH results, both quantitatively and qualitatively, than the Xiong model. Oddly,
the second moments are not also superior, and, in fact, are generally inferior in the
boundary regions. The diffusion term in closure equations (3) have had the effect of
suppressing the amplitudes of third moments, improving agreement in Figure 3. The
smaller third moments, however, make the second moments of Figure 2 more local in
character, making agreement worse.
Without the diffusion term in the closure relations, the amplitudes of the
third moments become several times larger, making the gradients of third moments
correspondingly larger. These gradients impact the second moments by causing
depressions adjacent to the boundary regions, especially at the right boundary. In
the efficient model, the depression has a depth of about 25%. In the inefficient model,
the depression grows to 100% and w2 tries to become negative. (Note that hints of
such depressions can be seen in σw.) This is clearly unphysical, and we cannot obtain
steady state solutions for the efficient model except by controlling the amplitudes of
third moments using the diffusion term.
It appears that modeling the fourth moment closures well does not mean the second
moments will be in good agreement with the simulations. It seems that the relations
1 Normalization means dividing by powers of σw and σθ to get nondimensional ratios.
For a pure quasi-gaussian closure with ξ = 3, d = 0 in eqs. (3), w4n = 3, w3θn = 3wθn,
w2θ2n = 1 + 2wθn, and wθ3n = 3wθn. Thus, most fourth moments are not exactly 3 if
the wθn correlation is not unity.
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among the second, third, and fourth moments predicted by the moment equations is
not the same as the relations predicted by the GSPH simulations. Indeed, the second
moments agree best when the third moments do not agree well.
4.2. Overshooting Models
The overshooting models provide better tests of nonlocal behavior since convective
properties change on a scale shorter than a pressure scale height. The second, third,
and fourth moments for our efficient and inefficient overshooting models are shown in
Figures 6–9.
We consider first the Xiong solutions. In Figure 7 we see that the Xiong closure
captures most qualitative features of the GSPH simulations. In particular, the peak
values of the third moments occur at about the right place in the efficient model,
although the peaks are systematically displaced to the right in the inefficient model.
In all cases, however, with the exception of w3 in the efficient model, the quantitative
agreement is rather poor, especially in the lower boundary region. The agreement
of the second moments is better, as was the case with the homogeneous models. Of
greatest physical relevance is the behavior of σw and wθ in the overshoot region. The
extension of mixing into the overshooting zone and the reversal of the convective flux
are predicted well in both cases. Note, however, that the superadiabatic gradient in the
convective half of the fluid is not predicted well due to problems in the boundary region.
Both the GSPH and Xiong solutions have σθ decreasing faster in the overshooting zone
than σw, as predicted by equations (6), (7), and (9).
We now consider the Full solutions. In Paper II we showed that the quasi-normal
approximation represents the fourth moments reasonably well in the unstable region
of the overshooting models, but in overshooting zones, fourth moments are more
complicated as seen in Figure 9 (see also Fig. 19 of Paper II). Near the stability
transition, the normalized fourth moments grow as the w and θ distributions become
skewed by nonlocal effects. Moments even in θ grow and then decay in the overshooting
zone. Moments odd in θ change sign in the overshooting zone, after about 0.6ℓ for the
efficient overshooting model and almost immediately for the inefficient overshooting
model. It is remarkable that including the diffusion term in equations (3) reproduces
many features in Figure 9 (although many details are in quantitative error), even though
the diffusion term was justified as a numerical necessity, without a physical basis. In
Figure 8, since amplitudes are small in the overshooting zone, the appearance of errors
in the overshooting zone is suppressed, although for the inefficient overshooting model,
errors in the unstable region are large.
In the efficient overshooting model the third moment solutions in Figure 7 generally
agree better with the GSPH results than the Xiong solution. As with the homogeneous
models, the suppressed third moment amplitudes make the efficient second moments
in Figure 6 more local in character. Indeed, the second moments of the Xiong solution
seem superior to those of the Full solution. It appears that better agreement between
the Full and GSPH second moments could be achieved by reducing the magnitude
of the diffusion terms in equations (3). Of course, the third moments would then be
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worse.
For the inefficient overshooting model, the third moments of the Full solution are
systematically too big. The second moments, however, are in reasonable agreement,
and the scale of overshooting predicted by the slope of σw is approximately correct.
Increasing the magnitude of the diffusion terms in equations (3) could improve
agreement of the third moments, but would degrade the second moments.
If we solve the equations using a pure quasi-normal closure, that is, without the
diffusion of third moments, the resulting third moment curves have qualitatively similar
shapes, but roughly twice the amplitude. The larger third moments gradients try to
make w2 and θ2 negative near the left boundary, causing the numerical scheme to
fail. Without the diffusion term, we cannot obtain steady-state solutions for either the
efficient or inefficient overshooting models.
Modeling the fourth moments reasonably well, as in the efficient overshooting
model, has not caused the third moments to agree with the GSPH results to a
comparable degree. Likewise, modeling the fourth moments very badly, as in the
inefficient overshooting model, has not caused the third moments to be comparably
bad. Even though the detailed agreement of the third moments is not great for the
Xiong or Full solutions, the agreement of the second moments is considerable better.
As with the homogeneous models above, the relations among the GSPH moments are
not the same as the relations predicted by the Xiong or Full solutions.
4.3. Comparison with Ballistic Trajectories
Theoretical investigators of overshooting have most often performed a ballistic
particle sort of analysis, where the equations of motion are integrated until the velocity
of an overshooting particle is zero (Shavis & Salpeter 1973 is a classic example). We
do the same here to highlight a fundamental difference between this and the moment
equation approach. The equations of motion are
z˙ =w (15a)
w˙ =gαθ/T − (A+B|w|)w, (15b)
θ˙ =∆∇Tw − (D + E|w|)θ. (15c)
We have replaced the turbulent damping rates Bσw and Eσw with B|w| and E|w|,
since w represents a characteristic turbulent velocity in the ballistic calculation.
Furthermore, there is no stable attractor in a convective region unless the equations
are made nonlinear in this way. The constant α is the coefficient of thermal expansion
defined in Appendix A. We use the background values of T and ∆∇T computed for
the Full solutions, and use as initial values of w and θ the local solutions of σw and
σθ.
Results of these integrations for both the efficient and inefficient overshooting
models are shown in Figure 10. In each case we show two integrations, one starting
at z = 0.4 as the solid curves and another starting at z = 0.3 as the dotted curves.
In the top panels we show the evolution in w-θ phase space. The particles enter the
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overshoot region with positive w and θ. In the case of the efficient overshooting model,
the particles spiral toward the origin of phase space at the Brunt-Va¨isa¨la¨ frequency,
ω = (gα|∆∇T |/T )1/2, with an amplitude decaying at the turbulent damping rate.
In the inefficient overshooting model, damping by radiative diffusion is faster than
turbulent damping (i.e., D > Eσw), with a rate comparable to the Brunt-Va¨isa¨la¨
frequency, so that particles evolve directly to the origin.
The remaining panels in Figure 10 show w versus z and θ versus z. In ballistic
calculations of overshooting (e.g., Shaviv & Salpeter 1973; Maeder 1975; Schmitt,
Rosner, & Bohn; Langer 1986; Zahn 1991), the overshooting distance usually is defined
by the location where w first reaches zero. If we take the stability transition at z = 0.35
for the efficient overshooting model and z = 0.4 for the inefficient overshooting model,
as suggested by the nonlocal ∆∇T curves, overshooting distances are dover ≈ 0.6ℓ in
both cases. Reversal of the convective flux is predicted where θ becomes negative, after
about 0.3ℓ and 0.05ℓ in the efficient and inefficient cases.
The scale for w to reach zero is comparable to the scale for σw to decay by a factor
e. The nonlocal solutions for σw, however, approach zero asymptotically, but never
reach it within a finite distance, as the ballistic calculations do. Although an e-folding
distance might represent a realistic scale for the decay of turbulent velocities, since
convective fluids generally mix so much faster than nuclear time scales, overshooting
may be important for many e-folding distances. To define overshooting distances, it
will be necessary to compare the mixing time scales with nuclear evolution time scales.
Defining a hard edge to overshooting where w = 0 is probably misleading, unless
overshooting is negligible and convection is essentially local.
5. Equations Modified for Scattering
Rather than deal with turbulent losses using eddy viscosity and eddy diffusion
rates in the dynamical equations for w and θ, we can treat turbulent losses as a
scattering processes in our Boltzmann transport formulation of convection. In addition,
although we have neglected previously turbulence in the horizontal dimensions, we
include it now. Thus, we consider the evolution of particles in a w-u-θ phase space,
where u is a horizontal velocity perturbation. The velocity dispersion is now defined
as σ = (w2 + 2u2)1/2, and the ensemble of particles is described by the distribution
function fR(t, z, w, u, θ).
The alternate treatment of turbulent losses in the collision term allows for greater
flexibility through the particular choices we make in modeling the scattering process.
Here we assume that scattering is isotropic in velocity, so that a single parameter ξ
defines the width of a gaussian scattering function for both w and u. A parameter ̟
defines the width of a gaussian scattering function for θ. In Paper I we carried out this
alternate derivation to the local level only. This approach was used by Narayan, Loeb,
and Kumar (1994) to study causal diffusion and by Kumar, Narayan, and Loeb (1995)
to study the interaction of convection and rotation. In Appendix B of this paper, we
write the complete moment equations, up to third order. We see that in the appropriate
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limit, the second moment equations are identical to the previous formulation, but the
third and higher moment equations are necessarily different.
We solve these alternate equations using the same closure schemes as above, but
supplemented with a few more closure relations for new moments of the horizontal
velocity perturbation u. We shall refer to these alternate equations as the scattering
equations, and to our two closure schemes as the Xiong and Full solutions, as before.
Xiong Solution–If we close the equations at the level of the third moments using the
diffusion approximation, in addition to equations (2) we require another closure,
wu2 = −c4ℓσw∇u2. (16)
We take the constant c4 = 1, like the other constants in equation (2).
Full Solution–The Full solution requires additional fourth moment closures. Using the
same modified form of the quasi-normal approximation as in equations (3), we have
w2u2 = ζw2 u2/3− dℓσw∇wu2 (17a)
wu2θ = ζwθ u2/3− dℓσw∇u2θ (17b)
u4 = ζu2
2
(17c)
u2θ2 = ζu2 θ2/3. (17d)
In writing these relations we have used uθ = wu = 0, since there is no preferred
horizontal direction. We include diffusion terms on equations (17a) and (17b) since
these fourth moments are associated with the turbulent transport term of third moment
equations. The closures of equations (17c) and (17d) are required for certain terms
not directly associated to a particular third moment. As before, we use ζ = 3 for
quasi-normal closure, and d = 0.8.
The Xiong solution involves 7 time dependent moment equations, requires an
equation of state, 4 closure relations, and 10 derivatives for boundary conditions,
making the minimum problem one of 22 coupled equations. The Full solution uses 13
time dependent moment equations, an equation of state, 8 closures, and 18 derivatives
for boundary conditions, making 40 equations in all. Because we have added a few
auxiliary variables for convenience, we actually solve 43 equations simultaneously.
6. Comparisons Between the Scattering Theory and Simulations
We present results for models using precisely the same four sets of parameters
as above. We also present results of simulations from a version of the GSPH code
modified to be consistent with this alternate formulation of the moment theory. The
new equations and the corresponding modifications to the GSPH code are discussed
in detail in Appendix B. We mention the main modifications to the GSPH code here.
The evolutionary equations for particles no longer have the eddy damping terms, and
particles have a probability of scattering with a characteristic time scale ℓ/σ. If a
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particle does scatter, it does so randomly into distributions of w, u, and θ described
by parameters ξ and ̟.
To understand the physical implications for various ξ, ̟, we performed GSPH
simulations for a range of these parameters. If ξ = ̟ = 0, there are large peaks at the
origin of the phase space distribution, since all particles eventually are scattered there.
Then any convective flux must be carried by broad tails of the distribution function
fR(z, w, u, θ). In this case, normalized fourth moments are of order 50, instead of closer
to the quasi-normal value of 3. Not only do the GSPH results seem unreasonable if
ξ = ̟ = 0, but we cannot obtain steady-state solutions to the moment equations in
this case. Certain variables which must be positive tend to become negative as the
moment equations evolve toward the steady state.
If we use ξ = ̟ = 0.9, the normalized fourth moments generated by GSPH
simulations are more reasonable, having values of order 10 or less in convective regions.
Furthermore, we can obtain steady state solutions of the moment equations for all four
of our model problems. Hence, we adopt ξ = ̟ = 0.9 in the following calculations.
Below we compare these solutions to results of new GSPH simulations. We also consider
whether these comparisons are more or less favorable than the comparisons of §4.
6.1. “Homogeneous” Models
The second moments of the homogeneous models are compared with the new
GSPH results in Figure 11. At the cost of some confusion, we have plotted both
the vertical and horizontal velocity dispersions, σw and σu, in the same panels. The
curves for σu are always the lower set. The third moments are shown in Figure 12.
The moments wu2 and u2θ are not shown to avoid overwhelming confusion. They are
always much smaller than third moments with u replaced by w. The fourth moments
are shown in Figures 13 and 14, but here too we have not plotted moments involving
u.
The GSPH third moments in Figure 12 are qualitatively similar to those of Figure
3. In the efficient model, the Xiong third moments show significant qualitative failures,
particularly associated with the boundary regions. The boundary problem is seen
also in the ∆∇T curve in Figure 11. Despite these differences, the second moments,
including the boundary regions, are in good qualitative agreement with the simulations.
The most noteworthy quantitative difference is that the velocity dispersions σw and σu
are predicted to be ∼ 25% to big. We note that the velocity-temperature correlation
is less than unity, as predicted by equation (B25) which gives wθ/σwσθ = 0.55 in
the local limit. In the inefficient model, the third moments are in excellent agreement
with the simulations and are clearly better than those of Figure 3. Nevertheless, the
agreement of the second moments is not improved by a corresponding degree. Again
the velocity dispersions are systematically too big, and σθ does not have quite the
right shape. We note also that although equation (B26) predicts that wθ/σwσθ = 1
in the inefficient regime, the computed value is reduced somewhat, because the large
value of ξ has moved this inefficient model closer to the efficient regime (see eq. B27).
We now consider the Full solutions. In Figures 13 and 14, the predicted fourth
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moments are generally smaller than those of the GSPH simulations. The quantitative
agreement is, however, worse than in the corresponding Figures 4 and 5. In Figure
12, certain third moments are improved over the Xiong solution, particularly in the
efficient model. The quality of third moments are comparable to those in corresponding
Figure 3. As usual, the second moments in Figure 11 exhibit too much local character.
We find that third moments can be much improved if d = 0.2 in the closure
relations instead of d = 0.8, restoring some of the nonlocality to the second moments.
With this change, the fourth moments hardly change at all. Apparently small and
subtle changes in the fourth moments can have much more dramatic effects on second
and third moments. Big changes in the fourth moments, making them appear in much
better agreement, would lead to much worse solutions of the lower moments.
6.2. Overshooting Models
Solutions of the scattering theory with ξ = ̟ = 0.9 for the overshooting models are
shown in Figures 15–18, where we present also the second, third, and fourth moments
of new GSPH simulations.
We discuss first the Xiong solutions. The Xiong third moments in Figure 16
capture the behavior of the GSPH simulations only roughly. As we observed with
the original version of the theory in §4, however, the agreement of the second
moments is better. Nevertheless, we do note a few important discrepancies. The
velocity dispersions σw and σu are somewhat to big in the convective half of the fluid,
and σw decays too fast in the overshooting zone. In the efficient overshooting model,
the superadiabatic gradient is in error in the left boundary region. In the inefficient
overshooting model, the shape of the wθn correlation is not captured well, which can
be attributed to having σθ too small in the overshooting region.
In both overshooting models, σw decays faster in the overshooting region than does
σu. The reason is that negative buoyancy and turbulent viscosity decelerate vertical
motions, while only turbulent viscosity acts horizontally. Thus, the ratio of kinetic
energy in the horizontal motions to kinetic energy in vertical motions, u2/w2, increases
in the overshooting zone.
The fourth moments of the Full solution in Figures 17 and 18 are not in good
agreement with the GSPH simulations. In Figure 18, however, the normalized moments
do show many qualitatively correct features. In the efficient overshooting model, the
difference with w4 is particularly severe.2 The solutions for the inefficient overshooting
2 We note that the GSPH w4 curve hardly decays in the overshooting region of the
efficient overshooting model. In the overshooting region, σ decreases, thus increasing
the characteristic time scale for scattering. Overshooting particles with the largest w
and θ can cross the overshooting zone without scattering, accelerating for most of the
distance, whereas more typical particles do scatter to smaller amplitudes. Although σw
is decreasing, the distribution of w has an envelope that actually gets broader in the
overshooting zone, indicative of broad wings in the distribution of w that maintains the
magnitude of w4 even as w2 decreases.
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model are worse. Despite these large discrepancies of fourth moments, in Figure 16 the
third moments of the Full solution are in better agreement, although not better than
corresponding Figure 7. In the efficient overshooting model, they are clearly superior
to the Xiong third moments, and in the inefficient overshooting model, agreement is
comparable (the amplitudes are slightly worse, but the location of the peaks of the
curves is better). As usual, the second moments in Figure 15 have too much local
character, as evidenced especially in the efficient overshooting panels. This suggests
that decreasing the magnitude of the diffusion term on the fourth moment closures
could improve agreement at the second moment level. Indeed, if we use d = 0.2 instead
of d = 0.8, we find σw and σθ in better agreement in the inefficient overshooting model
(although the qualitative shape of the normalized wθ curve and the amplitudes of the
third moments are slightly worse), but we cannot get a converged solution to the
efficient overshooting model.
We can describe third moments better using the Full solution, rather than the
Xiong closures. As before, however, good third moments do not necessarily imply good
second moments. Indeed, there are substantial differences between the Xiong and Full
third moments, but the differences between the Xiong and Full second moments are
not as great.
7. Discussion and Conclusions
We have solved the moment equations describing stellar convection for two,
somewhat different, formulations of nonlocal mixing length theory. In the first
formulation, velocity and temperature perturbations were damped at an eddy diffusion
rate defined by the mixing length. The second formulation treated turbulent dissipation
as a scattering process, where the scattering time scale is determined by the time
required to cross the distance of a mixing length. In both cases we solved the equations
using two different closure schemes, called the Xiong and Full solutions. The Xiong
solutions closed the equations at the third moments using the diffusion approximation.
The Full solutions close the equations at the fourth moments with a modified version
of the quasi-normal approximation. These various solutions were computed for four
models: efficient and inefficient homogeneous convection, and efficient and inefficient
overshooting.
Regardless of the closure scheme, certain features of our nonlocal solutions seem
to hold generally. In an overshooting zone, shortly beyond the stability boundary, the
convective flux becomes negative. Hence, more energy must be transported outward
by radiation than in local convection, and in the overshooting region where ∆∇T < 0,
the temperature gradient becomes somewhat steeper and more nearly adiabatic. In our
solutions, the convective flux does not obtain large negative values in the overshooting
zone, and the departure of the temperature gradient from the local radiative value
is small. Thus, overshooting hardly affects the hydrostatic structure of a star. This
conclusion is supported by recent helioseismological results, but is contrary to the claim
of many authors that the overshooting zone is nearly adiabatic. If the overshooting zone
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were nearly adiabatic, overshooting blobs moving against a barely-stable temperature
gradient could not obtain large temperature deficits that give a large negative flux, as
would be required for big departures from the radiative temperature gradient.
In the overshooting zone, the turbulent velocities do not decay as fast as the
convective flux. Solutions of the Paper I equations have a turbulent velocity σw that
decays by a factor e in a distance 0.5ℓ–0.8ℓ, depending on the model. The scattering
equations give a decay scale about twice as large. Turbulent viscosity is important in
damping turbulent velocities; the deceleration of negative buoyancy is less important.
This is different from most previous overshooting calculations, which regard negative
buoyancy as the dominant or only mechanism for deceleration. These results about
the convective flux and large extent of overshooting are qualitatively consistent with
those of Xiong (1985) and Xiong & Chen (1992).
Although the moment equations predict a characteristic distance for the decay
of turbulent velocity, the turbulent velocity approaches zero asymptotically and the
overshooting distance is formally infinite. This is fundamentally different from ballistic
particle theories that compute an unambiguous, finite overshooting distance. This
difference is a consequence of considering the entire ensemble of turbulent blobs
simultaneously, rather than evolving only one blob in a static background. The ballistic
calculation does seem useful for defining characteristic scales, although the definite
boundaries on the extent of overshooting may be misleading. It is possible that
turbulent mixing may be more rapid than relevant nuclear burning time scales for
several scale distances, so that overshooting distances cannot be defined without
considering evolutionary time scales for detailed stellar models. Such considerations
go beyond the scope of the present work.
In addition to simply solving the equations, we wanted to demonstrate the
internal consistency of our theory by showing that the solutions of the moment
equations reproduce the results of GSPH simulations. Since the GSPH code and
moment equations rely on the same approximations and same picture of mixing
length convection, we anticipated that if the closure relations for high order moments
were good enough, then the solutions of the lower moments automatically would
agree with the GSPH moments. We have demonstrated broad qualitative agreement,
and the quantitative solutions are perhaps reasonable zeroth order approximations.
Nevertheless, detailed comparison with the GSPH results reveals many shortcomings.
In particular, fitting high order moments well apparently does not mean that the lower
order moments will exhibit agreement of comparable quality. Conversely, low order
moments may agree well when high order moments are badly in error. As a general
rule, the Xiong solution predicts second moments better, with third moment agreement
not as good. The Full solution predicts third moments better, but the second moments
show inferior agreement. Furthermore, there is no strong reason to prefer the solutions
of the Paper I equations solved in §4 or solutions of the scattering equations solved in
§6. Since the second moments w2 and wθ are most important for constructing stellar
models, we conclude that the Xiong closures perform impressively well.
It is surprising to us that the quality of internal consistency is not much better.
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Whatever the degree of internal consistency, however, the mixing length approximations
are severe, and an external consistency with the real world is not guaranteed. The
GSPH and moment solutions eventually should be compared to and calibrated by
three-dimensional hydrodynamic simulations. It is now well-known that compressible
convection exhibits qualitative features that the moment theory cannot describe. In
particular, convective flows are characterized by deeply penetrating plumes of material,
with broader, gentler upflows (Cattaneo et al. 1991; Hossain & Mullan 1991; Hurlburt
et al. 1986; Stein & Nordlund 1989). Although this horizontal structure is beyond our
ability to predict, we do predict the velocity asymmetries that lead to a downward-
directed kinetic energy flux in convective regions. Simulations of overshooting (Singh
et al. 1994) and undershooting (Hurlburt et al. 1994) are less common, but it is
reasonable to expect that fewer and fewer plumes penetrate to increasing overshoot
distances. The decreasing rate of turbulent mixing at deeper overshoot distances may
be described by our moment theory.
In summary, we have a theory of nonlocal convection with enough qualitative
success that it may represent a significant improvement over previous theories, but
it clearly has significant shortcomings too. The quantitative disagreement with the
GSPH results may have two different origins. 1) The closure approximations may not
adequately describe the relations among high and low order moments. 2) The moment
equations themselves may be flawed. We consider these two possibilities in turn.
The closure approximations we use, for both the Xiong solution and Full solution,
are reasonable approximations to the actual high order moments, as demonstrated in
Paper II, but they are not the best relations suggested by the GSPH simulations. Our
preferred third moment closures from Paper II are an alternate form of the diffusion
approximation. Those alternate closures, however, do not have the required boundary
symmetries, and are not compatible with the method of solution in this paper. The
best fourth moment closures from Paper II related fourth moments to second moments
using the quasi-normal approximation, with perturbations by third moments. We have
not been able to solve any problems with these optimal closures, and have not been
able to solve some with the much simpler pure quasi-normal approximation. Failure
to obtain solutions usually means that physically positive second moments, w2 or θ2,
become negative and the numerical method eventually fails to converge. (We note that
there is nothing in the mathematical nature of the moment equations that enforces
w2 or θ2 to be positive, or the correlation |wθ/σwσθ| to be less than unity.)
We found that adding a diffusion term to the quasi-normal closure prevents
time evolution to unphysical solutions. Regrettably, such a diffusion term was not
investigated in Paper II, and we can think of no physical argument justifying it,
except that it seems required to obtain numerical solutions. Nevertheless, the third
moment diffusion term seems to introduce qualitatively desirable features into the
fourth moments, giving better results than a pure quasi-gaussian closure. We speculate
that just as each Xiong closure contains only one out of many terms of the complete
third moment closure (given by solution of the third moment equations), yet gives
reasonable results, so too does the third moment diffusion term, being only one of
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many (given by solution of the fourth moment equations) give reasonable results. The
third moment diffusion term has the effect of constraining the amplitude of the third
moments, thereby suppressing nonlocal effects and giving physical solutions. Since we
cannot obtain solutions using closures that we claimed in Paper II were very good, we
do not attribute the discrepancies between the GSPH results and the solutions directly
to the closure relations.
The other possibility, that there is some problem with the moment equations,
seems very possible. In this paper, we presented solutions for two different formulations
of the moment theory. Although the two sets of equations are very similar (mainly only
certain coefficients are different), there are significant quantitative differences between
the two sets of solutions. We have no physical basis for preferring one formulation
over the other, which suggests that the coefficients of the various terms of the moment
equations may be subject to eventual refinement. Finally, when the equations fail
to converge, the problem usually originates in or adjacent to the boundary regions.
This may indicate that the main problem with the equations is in the odd choice
of boundary conditions, which were adopted because no other set of self-consistent
boundary conditions was apparent for the GSPH code.
Finally, we have not yet computed models that describe realistic stars. The key
modification will be the use of realistic opacities in the computation of a self-consistent
thermal conductivity K. It is reasonable to expect, however, that the qualitative
features discussed here, namely a nearly radiative overshooting zone of significant
extent, will remain true in more detailed models. Although we are in agreement with
Xiong (1985) and Xiong & Chen (1992) on these points, we are in conflict with the
conclusions of Stothers (1991) and Stothers & Chin (1992), who argue that overshooting
is not required to understand various features of stars and star clusters. We have
not included the effects of rotation (cf. Kumar et al. 1995) or magnetic fields in the
physics of our moment equations, and if Stothers’ conclusions prove true, then these
simplifications may explain the discrepancy. At this time, however, the empirically
determined extent of overshooting remains controversial. The results of this series of
papers provides a way to make predictions for many different contexts, and it is possible
that authors who favor large overshooting and ones who favor small overshooting may
both be right if they are considering convection in different contexts.
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APPENDIX A. The Simplified Paper I Moment Equations
Paper I contains a detailed derivation of the moment equations. In this appendix
we present the slightly simplified version of them that we solve in §4. Since we are
concerned mainly with steady-state solutions, we drop terms that include the mean
flow velocity v (except for the viscosity term in the momentum eq. A2), including all
advection terms. The thermal conductivity K and heating rate Q˙ may be functions
of vertical position z, but do not have any explicit dependence on thermodynamic
variables (so that we can ignore terms with K,T and Q˙,T ). The equations are:
zeroth moment equation:
∂ρ
∂t
+
∂
∂z
(ρ v) = 0. (A1)
v moment equation:
∂v
∂t
+ g +
1
ρ
∂
∂z
(P + ρw2)− C
∂2v
∂z2
= 0. (A2)
T moment equation:
∂T
∂t
−
1
ρcP
∂
∂z
(
K
∂T
∂z
)
+
1
ρcP
∂
∂z
(cP ρwθ)−
α2
ρcPT
∂P
∂z
wθ −
1
cP
(A+Bσw)w2
−
Q˙
ρcP
= 0. (A3)
w2 moment equation:
∂w2
∂t
+
1
ρ
∂
∂z
(ρw3) +
2α
ρT
∂P
∂z
wθ + 2(A+Bσw)w2 = 0. (A4)
wθ moment equation:
∂wθ
∂t
+
1
ρ
∂
∂z
(ρw2θ) +
α
ρT
∂P
∂z
θ2 + (A+Bσw +D +Eσw)wθ −∆∇Tw2
−
α2
ρcPT
∂P
∂z
w2θ −
1
cP
(A+Bσw)w3 = 0. (A5)
θ2 moment equation:
∂θ2
∂t
+
1
ρ
∂
∂z
(ρwθ2)− 2∆∇Twθ + 2(D + Eσw)θ2 −
2α2
ρcPT
∂P
∂z
wθ2
−
2
cP
(A+Bσw)w2θ = 0. (A6)
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w3 moment equation:
∂w3
∂t
+
1
ρ
∂
∂z
(ρw4) +
3α
ρT
∂P
∂z
w2θ + 3(A+Bσw)w3 −
3w2
ρ
∂
∂z
(ρw2) = 0. (A7)
w2θ moment equation:
∂w2θ
∂t
+
1
ρ
∂
∂z
(ρw3θ) +
2α
ρT
∂P
∂z
wθ2 + [2(A+Bσw) +D +Eσw]w2θ
−
2wθ
ρ
∂
∂z
(ρw2)−∆∇Tw3 −
α2
ρcPT
∂P
∂z
(w3θ − w2 wθ)
−
1
cP
(A+Bσw)(w4 − w2
2
)−
w2
ρ
∂
∂z
(ρwθ) = 0. (A8)
wθ2 moment equation:
∂wθ2
∂t
+
1
ρ
∂
∂z
(ρw2θ2) +
α
ρT
∂P
∂z
θ3 + [A+Bσw + 2(D + Eσw)]wθ2 −
θ2
ρ
∂
∂z
(ρw2)
− 2∆∇Tw2θ −
2α2
ρcPT
∂P
∂z
(w2θ2 − wθ
2
)−
2
cP
(A+Bσw)(w3θ − w2wθ)
−
2wθ
ρ
∂
∂z
(ρwθ) = 0. (A9)
θ3 moment equation:
∂θ3
∂t
+
1
ρ
∂
∂z
(ρwθ3)− 3∆∇Twθ2 + 3(D +Eσw)θ3 −
3α2
ρcPT
∂P
∂z
(wθ3 − wθ θ2)
−
3
cP
(A+Bσw)(w2θ2 − w2 θ2)−
3θ2
ρ
∂
∂z
(ρwθ) = 0. (A10)
In these equations, g is the acceleration of gravity, cP is the specific heat at
constant pressure, and α = −(∂ ln ρ/∂ lnT )P is the coefficient of thermal expansion.
The r.m.s. turbulent velocity is σw = (w2)
1/2, and the superadiabatic gradient ∆∇T =
(α/ρcP )∂P/∂z−∂T/∂z. The coefficients A, B, C, D, and E depend on several, possibly
different length scales. For simplicity, we make the standard mixing length assumption
that turbulent fluid blobs have the same horizontal and vertical dimensions, ℓH and
ℓV, which also are equal to the turbulent damping scales of w and θ, ℓw and ℓθ. Thus,
in terms of a single mixing length ℓ, they are defined as
A = 10νmic/3ℓ
2, (A11a)
B = 2/ℓ, (A11b)
C = 4νmic/3, (A11c)
D = 3K/ρcP ℓ
2, (A11d)
E = 2/ℓ. (A11e)
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The coefficient C only appears in the momentum equation (A2), where it is responsible
for damping background motion. The combinations Bσw and Eσw define the rates of
turbulent (or eddy) damping of w and θ, while A and D define their damping rates by
microscopic processes (i.e., by viscosity and radiative diffusion). The ratios of turbulent
to microscopic diffusion rates are defined by the Reynolds number Re = Bσw/A and
the Peclet number Pe = Eσw/D.
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APPENDIX B. The Alternative Scattering Equations
In this appendix we outline an alternative derivation of the moment equations.
In this formulation of the Boltzmann transport theory, turbulent losses are included
through the collision term of the transport equation. In Paper I we derived only the
local equations for this alternate formulation of the theory. Those results are extended
to the nonlocal level of the theory here. It proves easy to include turbulence in the
horizontal as well as vertical dimensions, so we consider a three-dimensional phase
space vx-vz-T , where vx and vz are horizontal and vertical velocities, respectively.
The distribution function fA(t, z, vx, vz, T ) evolves according to
∂fA
∂t
+
∂
∂z
(vzfA) +
∂
∂vx
(v˙xfA) +
∂
∂vz
(v˙zfA) +
∂
∂T
(T˙ fA) = Γ
+ − Γ−. (B1)
The perturbations with respect to the mean background are w = vz − vz, u = vx− vx,
and θ = T − T . Since no bulk forces act horizontally, vx=0. The three-dimensional
velocity dispersion is σ = (w2 + 2u2)1/2. We do not require a horizontal spatial
coordinate since there are no horizontal gradients in our problem.
The collision term on the right-hand side of equation (B1) is divided into
destruction and creation functions. Particles lose their identity due to interactions with
the rest of the fluid on a characteristic time scale ∼ ℓ/σ in mixing length convection,
so we model the destruction term as
Γ− = 2BσfA. (B2)
The constant B sets the rate of collisional scattering. Fluid blobs are not destroyed in
collisions, but scattered to new locations in vx-vz-T phase space. Thus, the creation
function must have the form
Γ+ = 2Bσf0, (B3)
where f0 describes the distribution of velocities and temperatures into which fluid blobs
get scattered. The flexibility of this formulation of the theory lies in our freedom to
model the function f0.
In the derivation presented here, we parametrize the creation function f0 by its
second moments according to
(w2)0 = (u2)0 =
ξ2σ2
3
, (B4a)
(θ2)0 = ̟
2θ2, (B4b)
(wθ)0 = (wu)0 = (uθ)0 = 0, (B4c)
where ξ and ̟ are new parameters of the theory. Equation (B4a) asserts that
particles are scattered isotropically, with a velocity dispersion that is some fraction
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of the initial velocity dispersion. Equation (B4b) makes the temperature dispersion
of scattered particles a fraction of the initial temperature dispersion. The remaining
second moments and all higher moments of f0 are chosen to be zero. As long as ξ < 1,
̟ < 1, the scattering term will damp turbulent velocity and temperature excesses,
and not enhance them.
Here we present mainly the results of the derivations, since a detailed description
of the mathematical formalism and underlying philosophy can be found in Paper I.
B.1. The v˙z, v˙x, T˙ , and First Moment Equations
The dynamical equations that describe the evolution of a fluid blob are
v˙z =− g −
1
ρ
∂P
∂z
−
αθ
ρT
− Aw + C
∂2vz
∂z2
, (B5)
v˙x =−Au, (B6)
T˙ =
α
ρcP
dP
dt
(
1 +
αθ
T
)
+
1
ρcP
∂
∂z
(
K
∂T
∂z
)
−Dθ +K,T
∂2T
∂z2
θ
+
1
cP
(A+Bσ)(w2 + 2u2)−
1
cP
Bξ2σ3 +
C
cP
(
∂vz
∂z
)2
+
Q˙
ρcP
+
Q˙,T θ
ρcP
. (B7)
These equations are very similar to the dynamical equations of our original formulation,
with the significant difference that there are no turbulent damping terms. Whereas
previously vertical velocity perturbations were damped by both microscopic and
turbulent viscosity with a term of the form (A + Bσw)w, in equation (B5) we have
only the microscopic term Aw, as similarly in the horizontal velocity equation (B6).
Also, whereas temperature perturbations were damped by microscopic (radiative) and
turbulent diffusion with a term (D + Eσw)θ, in equation (B7) only the microscopic
term Dθ is used. Equation (B7) also has been modified to correctly include the viscous
heating associated with the collision term.
The GSPH code, described in detail in Paper II, can accommodate this alternate
treatment of turbulent losses easily. The one-dimensional code described in Paper II
has been expanded to include horizontal velocities, and the dynamical equations have
been modified from the original relations to these alternate ones. Although there was
no scattering in the original code, we have added a routine to scatter particles. Particles
scatter on a characteristic time scale τ = (2Bσ)−1, so the probability for a particle to
scatter in a time step ∆t is ∆t/τ . If a particle scatters, it is reassigned a temperature
and horizontal and vertical velocities randomly selected from gaussian distributions
with dispersions given by equations (B4a) and (B4b).
The equations for the mean flow are quite similar to the original formulation.
Indeed, the continuity equation for ρ and the moment equation for vz remain unchanged
from Paper I. The temperature equations is
DT
Dt
−
α
ρcP
DP
Dt
−
1
ρcP
∂
∂z
(
K
∂T
∂z
)
−
1
cP
[A+B(1− ξ2)σ]σ2 −
C
cP
(
∂v
∂z
)2
−
Q˙
ρcP
+
1
ρcP
∂
∂z
(ρcPwθ)−
α2
ρcPT
∂P
∂z
wθ = 0. (B8)
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The only modification is in the term describing the viscous heating resulting from
three-dimensional turbulence. The mean horizontal velocity equation is
Dvx
Dt
+
1
ρ
∂
∂z
(ρwu) = 0, (B9)
but wu is clearly zero since there is no preferred horizontal direction. Thus, vx is a
constant, which we take to be zero.
B.2. The w˙, u˙, θ˙, and Higher Moment Equations
We derive the higher moment equations by considering the evolution of the
perturbations w, u, and θ. These evolution equations are
w˙ =−
αθ
ρT
∂P
∂z
−
(
A+
∂v
∂z
)
w +
1
ρ
∂
∂z
(ρw2), (B10)
u˙ =− Au, (B11)
θ˙ =∆∇Tw +
α2
ρcPT
∂P
∂z
(wθ − wθ)−Dθ +
(
α2
ρcPT
DP
Dt
+
K,T
ρcP
∂2
∂z2
+
Q˙,T
ρcP
)
θ
+
1
ρ
∂
∂z
(ρwθ) +
1
cP
(A+Bσ)(w2 + 2u2 − σ2). (B12)
The essential modification of the equations from their counterparts in Paper I is the
omission of turbulent viscosity and turbulent diffusion losses.
The second moment equations are:
w2 moment equation:
Dw2
Dt
+
1
ρ
∂
∂z
(ρw3) +
2α
ρT
∂P
∂z
wθ + 2
(
A+
∂vz
∂z
+Bσ
)
w2 −
2Bξ2
3
σ3 = 0. (B13)
wθ moment equation:
Dwθ
Dt
+
1
ρ
∂
∂z
(ρw2θ) +
α
ρT
∂P
∂z
θ2 +
(
A+D +
∂vz
∂z
+ 2Bσ
)
wθ −∆∇Tw2
−
(
α2
ρcPT
DP
Dt
+
K,T
ρcP
∂2T
∂z2
+
Q,T
ρcP
)
wθ −
α2
ρcPT
∂P
∂z
w2θ
−
1
cP
(A+Bσ)(w3 + 2wu2) = 0. (B14)
θ2 moment equation:
Dθ2
Dt
+
1
ρ
∂
∂z
(ρwθ2)− 2∆∇Twθ + 2[D +Bσ(1−̟2)]θ2
− 2
(
α2
ρcPT
DP
Dt
+
K,T
ρcP
∂2T
∂z2
+
Q,T
ρcP
)
θ2 − 2
α2
ρcPT
∂P
∂z
wθ2
−
2
cP
(A+Bσ)(w2θ + 2u2θ) = 0. (B15)
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u2 moment equation:
Du2
Dt
+
1
ρ
∂
∂z
(ρwu2) + 2(A+Bσ)u2 −
2Bξ2
3
σ3 = 0. (B16)
Since there is no preferred horizontal direction, the remaining second moments,
wu and uθ, are zero in steady state, as are all moments that are odd in u, and hence
we do not bother to write these two moment equations. In the limit that ξ = ̟ = 0,
these equations reduce to exactly the second moment equations of the original theory,
verifying that the two alternate treatments of turbulent losses are equivalent at the
local level. In the more general case that ξ and ̟ are nonzero, the horizontal velocity
dispersion is nonzero and the equations are modified to accommodate three-dimensional
turbulence.
The third moment equations are:
w3 moment equation:
Dw3
Dt
+
1
ρ
∂
∂z
(ρw4)+
3α
ρT
∂P
∂z
w2θ+
(
3A+ 3
∂vz
∂z
+ 2Bσ
)
w3−
3w2
ρ
∂
∂z
(ρw2) = 0. (B17)
w2θ moment equation:
Dw2θ
Dt
+
1
ρ
∂
∂z
(ρw3θ) +
2α
ρT
∂P
∂z
wθ2 +
(
2A+D + 2
∂vz
∂z
+ 2Bσ
)
w2θ −
2wθ
ρ
∂
∂z
(ρw2)
−∆∇Tw3 −
(
α2
ρcPT
DP
Dt
+
K,T
ρcP
∂2T
∂z2
+
Q,T
ρcP
)
w2θ −
α2
ρcPT
∂P
∂z
(w3θ − w2wθ)
−
w2
ρ
∂
∂z
(ρwθ)−
1
cP
(A+Bσ)(w4 + 2w2u2 − w2σ2) = 0. (B18)
wθ2 moment equation:
Dwθ2
Dt
+
1
ρ
∂
∂z
(ρw2θ2) +
α
ρT
∂P
∂z
θ3 +
(
A+ 2D +
∂vz
∂z
+ 2Bσ
)
wθ2 −
θ2
ρ
∂
∂z
(ρw2)
− 2∆∇Tw2θ − 2
(
α2
ρcPT
DP
Dt
+
K,T
ρcP
∂2T
∂z2
+
Q,T
ρcP
)
wθ2
− 2
α2
ρcPT
∂P
∂z
(w2θ2 − wθ
2
)−
2wθ
ρ
∂
∂z
(ρwθ)
−
2
cP
(A+Bσ)(w3θ + 2wu2θ − wθσ2) = 0. (B19)
θ3 moment equation:
Dθ3
Dt
+
1
ρ
∂
∂z
(ρwθ3)− 3∆∇Twθ2 − 3
(
α2
ρcPT
DP
Dt
+
K,T
ρcP
∂2T
∂z2
+
Q,T
ρcP
)
θ3
−
3α2
ρcPT
∂P
∂z
(wθ3 − wθ θ2) + (3D + 2Bσ)θ3 −
3θ2
ρ
∂
∂z
(ρwθ)
−
3
cP
(A+Bσ)(w2θ2 + 2u2θ2 − θ2σ2) = 0. (B20)
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wu2 moment equation:
Dwu2
Dt
+
1
ρ
∂
∂z
(ρw2u2) +
α
ρT
∂P
∂z
w2θ +
(
3A+
∂vz
∂z
+ 2Bσ
)
wu2
−
u2
ρ
∂
∂z
(ρw2) = 0. (B21)
u2θ moment equation:
Du2θ
Dt
+
1
ρ
∂
∂z
(ρwu2θ) + (2A+D + 2Bσ)u2θ −∆∇Twu2
−
(
α2
ρcPT
DP
Dt
+
K,T
ρcP
∂2T
∂z2
+
Q,T
ρcP
)
u2θ −
α2
ρcPT
∂P
∂z
(wu2θ − wθ u2)
−
u2
ρ
∂
∂z
(ρwθ)−
1
cP
(A+Bσ)(w2u2 + 2u4 − u2σ2) = 0. (B22)
The remaining third moments, u3, w2u, and uθ2, are zero in steady state, so we
have not bothered to write their moment equations. These third moment equations are
nearly identical to the original ones, except for the modifications for three-dimensional
motions and one other significant difference. Because of the form of the scattering term,
turbulent losses enter all these equations (and indeed would enter all higher moment
equations) as a term proportional to 2Bσ. For example, the damping term of the w3
equation is (3A + 2Bσ)w3. In the original formulation, turbulent damping enters all
third moments as 3Bσ, and, in general, the coefficient corresponds to the order of
the equations. Although the two formulations describe the same local behavior in the
limit ξ = ̟ = 0, the two formulations do not describe the same nonlocal behavior in
any limit. The differences between these and the original equations seem minor, but
the quantitative effects are significant.
We have written the moment equations in complete detail for comparison with
those in Paper I. The equations we actually solve in this paper have had the same
simplifications applied as those that yielded the equations in Appendix A. Namely, we
assume vz = 0, since this is true in the steady state, and we neglect K,T and Q˙,T
terms, and terms with DP/Dt.
B.3. The Local Limit of the Scattering Theory
In Paper I we showed that if ξ = 0, ̟ = 0, in the local limit these equations
are identical to those of the original theory. Here we present results for the more
general case of nonzero ξ and ̟. Recalling that the local limit is obtained when all
third and higher order moments are set equal to zero, we can solve the four second
moment equations (B13)–(B16) to yield a relation between the velocity dispersion and
the unstable superadiabatic gradient,
(A+D + 2Bσ)(A+Bσ)[D +Bσ(1−̟2)][A+Bσ(1− ξ2)]
[A+Bσ +D +Bσ(1−̟2)][A+Bσ(1− ξ2)] + (Bσξ2/3)[D +Bσ(1−̟2)]
=
gα
T
∆∇T.
(B23)
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If ∆∇T is stable (i.e., ∆∇T < TAD/gα), the solution is σ = 0. In astrophysical
convection, turbulent viscosity is always dominant over microscopic viscosity, so that
Bσ/A≫ 1. In this limit, the ratio of horizontal to vertical velocity dispersion is
u2
w2
=
ξ2/3
1− 2ξ2/3
. (B24)
Thus, if there is no scattering into the horizontal direction (i.e., ξ = 0) in equation
(B4a), there is no horizontal velocity dispersion. Of course, even if there is no vertical
scattering, the vertical velocity dispersion remains finite since buoyancy also generates
vertical velocities. If scattering is maximal (ξ = 1), u2 = w2 and the turbulence is
isotropic.
The ratio of turbulent to radiative diffusion may be more or less than unity in
stars. Convection is efficient if Bσ/D≫ 1, and is inefficient if Bσ/D≪ 1. In the limit
of efficient convection, the velocity-temperature correlation is
wθ
σwσθ
=
[
(2−̟2)(1− ξ2) + ξ2(1−̟2)/3
2(1− 2ξ2/3)
]1/2
. (B25)
If ξ = ̟ = 0, this correlation is unity, but approaches zero as ξ and ̟ go to unity.
In the inefficient limit, the correlation is
wθ
σwσθ
= 1, (B26)
independent of ξ and ̟. In this limit, the Peclet number, the efficiency measure, is
Bσ
D
=
gαT∆∇T
D2(1− ξ2)
. (B27)
Thus, for a given set of parameters in the inefficient regime, as ξ approaches unity,
convection becomes increasingly efficient, and for large ξ, equation (B26) becomes a
poor approximation.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
1. The superadiabatic gradient and second moments for an efficient and inefficient
overshooting model. The transition from instability to stability is discontinuous,
as assumed in the analysis of §2.2. The distances for the second moments to
decay by a factor of e beyond the stability transition at z = 0.4 is comparable
to the distances estimated by equations (6), (7), and (9). Note that in the
efficient model the local and nonlocal solutions have comparable amplitude
in the convective region because the convective flux is constrained to be
nearly the total flux. The comparison is not as favorable in the inefficient
case, since there is no strong constraint on the convective flux. Here and
throughout this paper, we take increasing z and positive velocities in the
direction opposing gravity.
2. The superadiabatic gradient and the three second moments for the efficient
and inefficient homogeneous convection models. Shown are the velocity
and temperature dispersions, σw and σθ, and the velocity-temperature
correlation, wθn = wθ/σwσθ. The brackets on wθ indicate the same
ensemble average as overbars in the text, and the subscript n indicates that
wθ has been normalized. The Full solutions have a more local character
than the Xiong solutions.
3. The four third moments for then efficient and inefficient homogeneous models. The
Full solutions are better in nearly all cases.
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4. The four required fourth moments for the efficient and inefficient homogeneous
models.
5. The normalized fourth moments for the efficient and inefficient homogeneous models.
For reference, the quasi-gaussian (Q.-G.) closure is shown.
6. The superadiabatic gradient and the three second moments for the efficient and
inefficient overshooting models. The spikes near the walls seen in some
moments are artifacts of the GSPH algorithm and are not physical.
7. The four third moments for the efficient and inefficient overshooting models.
8. The four required fourth moments for the efficient and inefficient overshooting
models.
9. The normalized fourth moments for the efficient and inefficient overshooting models.
For reference, the quasi-gaussian (Q.-G.) closure is shown.
10. The ballistic evolution of particles overshooting in a fluid described by the
superadiabatic gradient of the Full solution. Plots of θ vs. w, w vs. z,
and θ vs. z are shown for both the efficient and inefficient overshooting
models. In each case two integrations are shown. The solid curves are for
integrations starting at z = 0.4, at the stability transition, where w and
θ have already started to decay. The dotted curves are for integrations
beginning at z = 0.3. These particles actually penetrate slightly farther in
the efficient overshooting model.
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11. The superadiabatic gradient and four second moments for the efficient and
inefficient homogeneous models. Both the moment equations and the GSPH
code have been modified to treat turbulent losses as scatterings of turbulent
particles. Note that both the vertical and horizontal velocity dispersions,
σw and σu, are shown in the same panels. The set of lines for σu are always
below those for σw.
12. The four dominant third moments of the efficient and inefficient homogeneous
models. Although we solve for wu2 and u2θ, we do not show them to avoid
too much confusion. They are much smaller than the moments w3 and w2θ.
13. The four dominant fourth moments of the efficient and inefficient homogeneous
models. We have not shown the moments w2u2, wu2θ, u4, or u2θ to avoid
confusion in the figure.
14. The normalized fourth moments for the efficient and inefficient homogeneous
models. For reference, the quasi-gaussian (Q.-G.) closure is shown.
15. The superadiabatic gradient and four second moments for the efficient and
inefficient overshooting models. We show σw and σu in the same panels.
The set of lines for σu is always the lower one.
16. The four dominant third moments of the efficient and inefficient overshooting
models. Again we have omitted the curves of third moments involving u.
17. The four dominant fourth moments of the efficient and inefficient overshooting
models. Again we have omitted the curves of fourth moments involving u.
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18. The normalized fourth moments for the efficient and inefficient overshooting
models. For reference, the quasi-gaussian (Q.-G.) closure is shown.
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